LifeTest Programs
Depending on what you are looking for, we offer 3 programs:

48 Point Checkup:

What is

Identify energetic organ imbalances and receive a printout. For
your information only (FYI).

TuneUp:
Identify energetic organ imbalances, plus test your present or
additional supplements for effectiveness.

Bumper to Bumper:
Identify energetic organ imbalances, deal with presenting
health issues, plus test your present or additional supplements for
effectiveness.
Ask your

LifeTest™ technician for pricing and availablity.
elcome to the world of LifeTest™. We respect your
courage in reaching out and seeking information from a
W
health system that is unfamiliar to you.

A Personalized Health Care Experience

Lifetest BioEnergetic Health Clinics
Locations

London
Ph 519 649-2222

Toronto

Peterborough

Windsor

Ph 905 856-1611

Ph 705-749-2221

Ph 519 250-5780

LifeTest™ Head Office and Training Center
715 Wellington Rd. Unit C London, Ontario N6C 4R4
PH 519 649-2222 FAX 519 649-5184

Life Assessment
S Y S T E M S
We Bring Good Health to Life
95

95

95

Prices: 48 point checkup: 89. - TuneUp: 149. - Bumper to Bumper: 199. - Please note: Supplements, herbals,
botanicals and other modalities are not included in the price. Please ask for a complete price list at the front desk.

LifeTest™ is a powerful technology - but healing combines
heart, hand and mind. Our technicians at Life Assessment
Systems are dedicated to provide you with a personalized,
caring experience.

The Present State of Your Health Can be
Energetically Measured

L

ifeTest™ is similar to hooking your car
up to a an electronic diagnostic unit at
the car dealership. In our case, the microcontrollers in your engine are specific
acupuncture points on the hands and feet.
Taking measurements at these points is a
non-invasive (no needles) procedure and can
evaluate the relative health of all organ
systems.

LifeTest™ Identifies What Your Body Is Asking For
he car diagnostic unit alerts your mechanic to issues
with your engine. As a result the mechanic is able to
T
make adjustments or replace parts. LifeTest™ alerts our
technicians with issues in your tissues. LifeTest™ gives
instant feedback as to which specific herbal or homeopathic
remedies (as well as nutritional products) are required to
keep you at optimum performance.

The Wins of Change

B

ecause symptoms are not always an accurate
reflection of what is going on in your body, each
LifeTest™ session is recorded. This allows us to chart your
true progress. Our intent is to balance all readings and
allow your body to express its native heritage: Vibrant
health!

Peace of Mind

A

s you know, health is not static. It is dependant on
lifestyle, emotional factors, nutrition, exercise and
genetics. After you are balanced, you will be encouraged to
take advantage of a checkup program designed to maintain
your health and your peace of mind.

Everyone Can Benefit - Even Without Symptoms!

A

s long as you have fingers and toes, you can be tested
and there are no age barriers. It's not just about
getting well, but also about staying well. And just like the
engine light on your dash alerts you to a potential engine
problem, LifeTest™ is adept at identifying subtle
disturbances before they manifest as symptoms or disease.

An Amazing Tool, for Amazing Results

L

ifeTest™ is based on research conducted by Dr.
Reinhold Voll, a German physician. Dr. Voll spent the
better part of 20 years investigating and perfecting this

system of evaluation and treatment in German hospitals.
Today, thousands of physicians in Europe use this
technology as a diagnostic tool. With the advent of
computerization, LifeTest™ has become an invaluable
energetic assessment tool with the potential of truly
remarkable results.

Credentials

O

ur LifeTest™
technicians are
from diverse medical
backgrounds. All of our
technicians have spent
thousands of hours in
training to obtain
accurate, reproducible
results. LifeTest™ has
evolved over the last
ten years into a safe and effective
evaluative procedure. We are constantly streamlining and
enhancing the protocols used in our system.

Additional Modalities and Services
To enhance your experience and for maximum results we offer
several other services:

1. Full Service Chiropractic (Applied Kinesiology)
2. Neuro-Emotional Technique (N.E.T.) incorporated with EMDR
3. Body Cleanse : (Watch your body detox in real time!)
We are exposed to the greatest toxic load in our patient’s history, and an ongoing periodic detoxification is essential to maintain health and avoid disease.
The Body Cleanse in combination with a healthy lifestyle provides a thorough
and efficient way to maintain high energy levels and long term wellness.

4. Ultra Sound - Diathermy - CFG (Computer Frequency Generator)

